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NCOSS Customer Satisfaction Survey toolkit was developed in partnership with Survey 

Matters under funding from Community Sector Banking. 
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Last session, we looked into the two major methods for doing research: quantitative and 

qualitative. This session, we will focus a bit more on SURVEYS, specifically those that use 

QUESTIONNAIRES. 

Putting together a questionnaire is pretty much common sense, it’s not rocket science. 

But there are a few guidelines and tips in order to achieve the best results. 

But first, we look at the reasons why it’s important to design and test questionnaires 

well: RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY of results.
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This slide is a simple outline of the basic process when designing questionnaires. 
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There are two main types of survey:

Once-off survey 

• This is information collected at a single point in time. And it typically surveys a 

small group of people from a larger population, to gather opinions about one 

particular situation or issue. 

• This might include a survey about participation in a one off event or service.

The second type of survey is a tracking survey. 

This is a survey that collects information over a longer period of time, or at different 

points in time.

• Tracking surveys help us look at trends over time. 

• They are typically used to look at changes at designated times to improve service 

provision. E.g. annual client satisfaction surveys,
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• When conducting a tracking survey, it is essential to have continuity. Keep your key 

questions (and outcome measures) identical from one time point to another. This 

way, you can make consistent comparisons over time.
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Survey Matters and NCOSS have put together a few sample survey templates which you 

may further customise for your own use. Please note that these are examples only, to 

serve as starting points. The templates are not meant to suit everyone’s purpose. 
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After you have decided on the type and frequency of the survey you are conducting, you 

are able to start writing your questionnaire. 

The most important thing here is to make sure your questionnaire answers your key 

research questions.
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• The order questions appear in your survey can directly impact the responses you are 

collecting

• Items on a questionnaire should be grouped into logical sections, to make it easier for 

respondents to complete

• Some researchers recommend the ‘funnel’ technique to structure questionnaires.

The first important thing to consider is your question order.

The order questions appear in your survey can have a big impact on the responses you 

collect. Questionnaires should follow a logical order because grouping similar questions 

together makes the questionnaire easier to complete. One way to ensure you are 

following a logical order is to use the funnel technique. This technique starts with asking 

broad questions, places the most difficult questions in the middle, and ends with easy-

to-answer personal or demographic questions.

1) INTRODUCTION. Start with an introduction. Inform your participants about-

• purpose of your survey and how results will be used

• confidentiality and privacy 

• contact details for queries and concerns 
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2) After survey introduction, apply the funnel technique.  

Start with broad overarching questions. In this example, we start at asking about overall 

satisfaction with volunteering, without going into any specific aspects of the experiences 

yet. We might also ask about the most rewarding aspects of volunteering, again at high 

level. We usually do this before getting into specific elements, to give participants the 

opportunity to provide their ‘top of mind’ feedback.
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We then move onto the middle section of the funnel, which addresses the more 

‘difficult’ questions. As you can see , we could ask about specific elements of the 

volunteering experience, such as their sense of being valued, enhancement of wellbeing, 

acquiring new skills and increased community connection. 
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• Don’t overload your question with too many multiple choices. We recommended no 

more than 12 options. 

• Keep your statements clear. 

• Avoid overlapping statements.
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The final part of the funnel technique is asking broad, easy to answer questions.  These 

take less mental load than other questions, as the answers should be well known to 

participants.

This section is quite straight forward and includes basic demographic details about an 

individual, such as age and gender.

• You can also ask other questions in this section that might be relevant, such as 

length of volunteering and location.

• Only include demographics that you plan on using in your data analysis, or as 

required by your reporting requirements. It is good practice to NOT collect more 

personal information than you need. We go into this in more detail in Video 6 

when we talk about Privacy.

Bonus Q: All of the above are priority requirements known as Minimum Data Set in DEX 

(Data Exchange). 
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Once you have thought about your survey order, and have a broad questionnaire plan, 

you can start writing, or crafting, your survey questions.

• Firstly, and probably the most important - make sure you are asking only one 

question at a time. For example, ‘Overall, how satisfied were you with your 

experience volunteering for (organisation)?’ This question is good as it asks about 

one topic only.  In contrast, if you were to ask  ‘Overall, how satisfied were you 

with your experiences volunteering and training with (organisation)?’,  it would be 

impossible to tell if your respondents were answering about volunteering OR if 

they were answering about training.

• Secondly, ensure the person you are asking the question is able to answer it. There 

is no point in asking your donors a question about volunteering as it is not relevant 

to them. 

• Thirdly, use clear and simple language. While this may seem like common sense, 

make sure you get your questions across quickly. You risk overburdening and 

irritating respondents if questions are too complicated, potentially leading to 

incorrect answers or high drop-out rates.

• Finally, do not lead a person to answer in a certain way. For example, ‘Were you 
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provided with excellent training for your volunteering role?’. The use of the word 

‘excellent’ here leads the respondent to think that the training may be well-

regarded in the industry and is of high standard, making them more likely to agree 

with this statement.
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Another thing to consider is the type of question you are asking. Questions generally fall 

into three main categories of questions. 

• The first is a multi-response question. Just as the name suggests, this allows the 

respondent to select multiple answers from your option list. We would not 

recommend allowing more than 3 responses to a multi-response question.

• The second type of question is a single response question. This allows 

respondents to select one answer only. It is generally associated with yes/no 

questions, rating scales like agree to disagree, or questions that have distinct 

categories, for example gender or age.

• The last type is open-ended questions. This allows respondents to type in an 

answer in their own words. This question type is useful when you would like to 

know more about a question, or when you would like to know a respondent’s ‘top 

of mind’ response.
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Rating scales are one of the most common techniques in surveys and are usually used to 

measure things like the level of agreement or satisfaction.  

• Rating scales can be 10 point, 7-point or 5-point scales, depending on the level of 

detail you need within your responses.

• While we often use a 7 point scale for more complex surveys, if you are 

conducting your own survey, we would recommend using a 5-point scale because 

they are easy for respondents to interpret and easy to analyse from a data 

perspective.

• On this slide, we have examples of both 7-point and 5-point rating scales. As you 

can see the 7-point scale offers more granularity in terms of responses, while the 

5-point scale is more user-friendly and easier to understand.
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Here are some different examples of how 5-point rating scales can be used.

• As you can see, they can be broadly applied to measures including satisfaction, 

likelihood and agreement.

• If you’re uncertain about whether or not a respondent can answer the question, it 

is best to include an ‘I don’t know’ option. 
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Always order your scale from left to right – negative to positive.
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Assess your survey length.

• Be careful how long you make your questionnaire. Data from Survey Monkey 

showed that the longer a survey is, the less time respondents spend answering 

each question.

• For surveys longer than 30 questions, the average amount of time respondents 

spend on each question is nearly half of that compared to surveys with less than 30 

questions. 

• Survey drop outs rates also increase for surveys that take longer than 7-8 minutes 

to complete. Tolerance for lengthier surveys are greater for surveys that are work 

or school related and where the respondent has a clear interest in the outcome of 

the study. 

ONLINE SURVEY TOOLS.

There are several online survey tools that can help organisations create surveys, 

maintain data and analyse results: e.g. Qualtrics, Survey Gizmo, SoGoSurvey, Survey 

Monkey, Survey Planet, Key Survey, Toluna, Checkbox. 

Possible ‘Pros’ of online survey tools

• Cost efficient

• Easy to use

• Great survey features
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• Real time results

• Custom branding

• Customisable survey links

• Easy, simple reporting

• Export to SPSS, Excel and PDF

• Customer service and support

Possible ‘Cons’ of online survey tools

• Limited reporting and analysis tools

• Limited help on how to construct a survey properly – some degree of research 

expertise is still needed

• Free version offers fewer features

• Real time customer service help may be hard depending on where their support 

centres are located

Loading questions. 

• Type or copy and paste your questions into the survey software

• Make sure you select the correct question types.  

• For example, check that you have used a single or multiple response question type if 

that is what is required.

Randomising

Randomising response options removes question order bias – e.g. only selecting the first 

3 options. Note while this is possible for some questions like the above it is not 

appropriate for ordered options (e.g. age)

Compulsory vs non-compulsory

• It might seem sensible to make it compulsory for every respondent to answer every 

question to avoid skipping ahead – but think again! If you force participants to 

answer every single question you may end up with fewer responses.

• It is not necessary to make every question compulsory. For example ‘How many 

children do you have?’ How can you answer this question if you don’t have 

children, yet you need to provide an answer to continue with the survey. This 

creates frustration for the survey taker, potentially increasing your drop out rate.

• When asking personal or intrusive questions, it is best not to make these 

compulsory to allow the opportunity for respondents to skip questions that are too 

personal. 

Test your survey both internally and externally for:

• Grammar

• Clear questions

• Working skip logics

• Test your survey on different devices (e.g. laptop, smart phone, tablet) and different 

browsers (e.g. Google Chrome, Safari, Microsoft Explorer, Mozilla Firefox)

• When your survey looks good, it is important to conduct a ‘pilot launch’ of your 
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survey. This means you send the survey out to 5-10 people so you can check their 

data. This ensures that the survey platform you are using is recording everything 

correctly and further confirm your survey logic is working correctly.

• Once you have conducted all your checks, there is nothing left to do but launch your 

survey to your database.
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Why is sample size important?

• How many respondents you survey is a major part of data reliability

• If your sample size is too small, you don’t get a fair picture of the whole population

• If your sample size is too large, your study becomes expensive, time consuming and 

complex. 

How do you determine sample size?

• There are statistical ways to determine if your sample is reliable. 

• There are suggested guides to determine the minimum size for a reliable sample.

• If you are analysing groups (e.g. age groups), have a reasonable sample for each 

group. In a representative sample, the people who you have collected data from 

should accurately reflect the profile of the group as a whole.

Tip 

Monitor responses as they are collected and check the distribution of those responses. 
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• Your connection with your respondents is a motivator for them to complete the 

survey. 

• Your survey response rate expectations must be realistic. A response rate of 50% 

or more is considered high. A 5%-30% response rate is more typical.

Planning your communication.

• Timing and frequency of survey communications has a big impact on response rates.

• Consider how often you are sending out surveys. Over surveying your participants 

can lead to participant fatigue.

• Pre-plan when you send out your survey invitation and how often you send out 

reminders to complete your survey. 

• Send reminders only if necessary and limit to a maximum of 4 rounds. 

• Timing is key. If you send reminders too often you risk irritating or alienating your 

target audience. If you don’t send reminders often enough you risk losing your target 

audience entirely. 
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In your own community, what would be an appropriate incentive (if any)? 
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Entering data

• Is only necessary for paper and telephone surveys as data in online tools are already 

entered. 

• We recommend entering data from your surveys into your chosen software tool (e.g. 

Survey Monkey, Survey Gizmo etc) 

• Your software program will code your data in the background, however you need to 

make sure the information you enter is correct.

Entering raw data

When entering your data, accuracy is key. Make sure every record reflects the original 

record from respondents.

To minimise mistakes, make sure you follow the steps outlined in ‘cleaning your data’ 

which we will cover next.

Cleaning your data

Data cleaning is the process of correcting or deleting records that are not accurate from 

your responses. It is an important step in maintaining high quality data.

Look out for the following when cleaning your data:

• Quick survey completion

• If you are using online surveys, remove respondents who complete the survey too 
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quickly. This indicates a lack of attention when completing your survey.

• Extreme responding

• Remove extreme responders – for example respondents who always answer ‘Strongly 

agree’ to everything in your survey. This avoids introducing bias into your sample

• Neutral responding

• Remove neutral responders – for example respondents who always answer ‘Neither 

agree nor disagree’ to everything in your survey. This indicates a lack of interest in the 

survey topic.

Reviewing your data

• Understand the composition of your sample.

• Have a representative sample and understand their characteristics. For example, your 

sample may be comprised mostly of females, mainly young people or predominantly 

long term service users.

• While every effort should be made to make sure your sample is representative of your 

population, sometimes it is not always possible. If this is the case, understand the 

direction that your sample leans and take caution when reporting your findings. 

Understand what your data is telling you

• Review your data and analyse the overall picture.

• Look for trends in your data. For example, has satisfaction increased since last year?  

Does it look like there are specific areas of your service with which respondents are 

more, or less, satisfied? Are females more satisfied than males?

• When looking for trends, try and keep your sample size in mind. If you have low 

sample sizes (below 30) you should interpret your results with caution as there is a 

degree of unreliability.
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• The most common and basic type of data analysis is called frequency analysis.

• Frequency analysis is a descriptive statistical method that shows the number of 

occurrences of each response selected by your respondents.

• Column, pie and bar charts are typically used to display a frequency analysis. 

• Most survey software tools will produce frequencies of your data. If you require 

further or more detailed analysis, you can do this in Excel or other statistical 

packages such as Q or SPSS.

• It is important to pay attention to your sample size in frequency analysis. If your 

sample is less than 30, results can look bigger than what they actually are due to 

increased error in your measurements. 
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• Cross-tabulation is a method used to analyse the relationship between 

multiple variables and provides a deeper understanding of results.

• It can only be used on questions that group data into mutually exclusive 

groups (e.g. gender, age, location). For example you can analyse the impact 

of ‘gender’ on ‘satisfaction with services’.

• The ability to run cross-tabulations is limited in free software and survey 

tools. It is typically carried out in Excel or specialised statistics software 

(e.g. SPSS or Q).
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• When looking at your data, it is important to be aware that any major shifts you see 

are not always significant on a statistical level.

• When we talk about ‘statistical significance’, we are referring to whether or not our 

observed differences are large enough to be reliable, and not due to chance or 

error.

• For example, is the increase in volunteer satisfaction from 2019 to 2020 reliable 

based on activities and initiatives in that year, or could our results be simply due to 

chance or error?

• When assessing data like this, it is important to look at your sample size. You must 

have a sample size of over 30 in order to draw any reliable conclusions when 

comparing results. 

• You can run significance testing in statistical programs and Excel. 
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